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• Nowadays the development process of obtaining and 
providing statistical information to a large extent is based 
on its spatial reference. 

• For that purpose we have to use the reference geodetic data 
obtained from the State geodetic and cartographic 
resources (from Mapping Agencies), e.g.:

• Administrative division boundaries, 

• Geographical Names, 

• Topographic Data Base, 

• Cadastral Data, 

• Ortophotomaps

• Road and street network
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GIS in official statistics 



Information 
technologies

Reference geodetic
maps

Computer 
visualisation of spatial 

databases

GIS – the tool  for integration 

statistics and geospatial data

Statistical data
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• creation of spatial address databases for statistical purposes, 

The preparatory works

• GIS-supported field work

Nationwide censuses

• dissemination of georeferenced census data

• dissemination of georeferenced statistical data other than 
census results

• various multidimensional spatial analysis

Geostatistics Portal:

GIS in census operations
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The preparatory works 



Spatial address database creation



Reference materials
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• Ortophotomap,

• Cadastral Data,

• Administrative division
borders,

Primary:

• LPIS (Land Parcel 
Identification System),

• Road and street 
network (commercial),

• Geographical Names,

• Topographic Data 
Base.

Secondary:



Spatial address database for census

Statistical address
points with x,y

• address points for dwelling
locations
(as a minimum)

Geometry of Statistical 
division boundaries

• Statistical regions

• Census (enumeration) areas
EA
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With the use of the 
reference materials 
obtained, both from 
geodetic and statistical 
resources, it was 
possible to conduct 
field surveys and 
develop sampling 
frames for surveys and 
censuses, comprising 
statistical address 
points and their spatial 
reference.



Address point concept

The most welcome approach is to undertake activities
which will allow introduce x,y coordinates to each
address points.

It will make possible to change the system of address
identification and move from area classification (census
units, districts) to the point classification.



This is a key, even revolutionary, for the 
application of geostatistics

• Classification of the analyses conducted by points with 
x,y coordinates also make it possible to become 
independent from boundaries changes (in the regional 
division of the country), usually resulting in changes in 
census districts and laborious recalculations. 

• This facilitated a comparative analysis of time series, 
regardless of the changes taking place in this division.

• An additional advantage is the possibility of the data 
aggregation both in the structure of the NUTS 
administrative division and the 1 km GRID divisions.



Changing the classification allowed a more 
flexible grouping of data in national censuses for 

the smallest areas

It also make it possible to create a base of microdata of a spatial 
nature enabling carrying out of spatial analyses of various 
phenomena concerning for instance: 

• demography (e.g. the average distance between children’s and 
parents’ residence, commuting to work, school, distance to 
hospital etc.),

• urbanisation and planning (e.g. useful in determining the 
boundaries of urban agglomerations, metropolies, and the 
drawing up of land development plans),

• agriculture and environment (analysing the structure of crops, 
environmental pollution),

• the economy (e.g. analysing the effects of burdensome road 
and industry investments).



Address point acquisition – pilot project

BUILDING THE GIS

scanning
and 

calibration
of statistical

maps

digitization
of statistical

division
borders

(statistical
regions and 

census areas)

automatic 
address point 

extraction
from cadastral

data

manual
address point 

acquisition
(with

situation
sketches

as primary
reference)
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Statistical address points

address locations 
for buildings with 
dwellings 

needed for 
censuses:

• to navigate
enumerators

• to visualise census 
results on maps 
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x,y  GEOCODING

• The National Official Register of the Territorial Division
of the Country (System TERYT) provides location data
of all statistical units as the address-point of a related
building

• Location of buildings is specified using geographical x,y
coordinates, giving the exact location of each building
and make possibility to linking microdata from several
registers.



The National Official Register of the Territorial 
Division of the Country 

(TERYT)
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Adding spatial
information

to various levels
of the territorial

identification
registry



The structure of the identifier of the three-
tier territorial division of the country

X - region 
XX - voivodship

XX - subregion
XX - powiat

XX - gmina
x - type of gmina

Where types of gmina are market in the following manner:

• 1 - urban gmina, 

• 2 - rural gmina, 

• 3 - urban-rural gmina, 

• 4 - city within an urban-rural gmina, 

• 5- rural area within an urban-rural gmina, 

• 8 - quarters of the Warszawa-Centrum gmina, 

• 9 - quarters and representations of other urban gminas. 

http://pl.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wojew%C3%B3dztwo
http://pl.wikipedia.org/wiki/Powiat
http://pl.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gmina


Address point identification system



Spatial address point Identification system



Best practices of geocoding

•Collect statistical data with reference to an 
address points (the best!) or smallest 
enumeration area (EA);

•All address points are referenced to pair of 
x,y coordinates;

•Geocode as precisely as it is possible; 

•Official statistics no longer limited to 
publishing data for administrative or
statistical units;
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Benefits from geocoding frames

• Geocoding frames for surveys allows publishing 
survey results on maps in any spatial division:

• administrative division

• statistical division

• kilometre grid

• any chosen area

• Collecting data in statistical surveys with the precision 
of XY coordinates will allow a broad use of 
geostatistical analyses for handling output statistical 
information.
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Update of the address points
database



Before Population and Housing Census 2011

CENSUS UPDATE OF ADDRESS POINTS

update in municipalities
(January 2011 – 3 weeks)

• internet map service

• on-line editing

• printouts still available

visual survey by enumerators
(March 2011 – 3 weeks)

• results imported to statistical
address point databases
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Keeping address points up to date using GIS

• The updating procedures were conducted in Gmina
Offices pursuant to resolutions of the Council of
Ministers.

• The update was to assess the correctness of
identification and spatial location (x,y coordinates)
of addresses.

• To carry out this task, Gmina Offices were granted
access to a map application presenting address
databases.

• Users assigned to a given gmina could verify only
those address points that were included in this
gmina area.
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Pre-Census Round

Using GPS for updating an address / building / dwelling
database



The enumerator visually verified the displayed data for conformity
with facts (real situation in the field):

• if the information in the List was consistent with the facts, the
enumerator approved the data from the “Address and Building
List”,

• if any inconsistency was found between the information in the List
and the facts, the enumerator modified the data,

• if a building was not present in an address point, the enumerator
deleted the point from the List (with the possibility, however, of
restoring it later),

• if another/new building was located in an address point which had
not been entered in the List, the enumerator added such a point
to the List,

• the enumerator's position was marked on the map with a green
circle. The maximum distance between the enumerator and the
verified address point cannot be more than 50 m.

Verification of address points



Verification of address points

The options which may be selected in the mobile 
application after verifying an address point:

APPROVE MODIFY
DELETE

AN ADDRESS POINT
ADD 

AN ADDRESS POINT

Saving the data in the 

database and 

switching to the 

MODULE page

Switching to the 

MODIFY page
Switching to the 

„DELETE ADDRESS 

POINT” page

Switching to the „ADD 

AN ADDRESS POINT” 

page



Assigning statuses to address points
(status types)

Monitoring progress



• In the pre-census round enumerators had to verify
the correctness of address points, establish
whether buildings existed or not within the field,
and to supplement the list with missing address
points and determine their locations (x,y
coordinates).

• An additional aspect of the pre-census round was
that it allowed enumerators to get to know the
census area and clarify any doubts that could have
arisen during the gmina update.



• Each address point was described with the following
information:

• Voivodship, Powiat, Gmina,

• Town, Street,

• Building No.,

• The type of each building located in a given address point:
• 1 – residential building,

• 2 – non-residential building,

• 3 – collective living quarters, and

• 0 – provisional premises (buildings in a given address point could be
browsed with arrow buttons),

• Depending on the selected building type, various
additional fields, to be filled in or verified, were shown,
e.g.: for residential buildings (building type = 1) this was
the “building type” field for which one of the following
options could be selected:

• 1 – single-family house or

• 2 – multi-dwelling house.



• In the pre-census round, when deleting a building from an
address point, the enumerator had to provide reasons for such
deletion by selecting one of the following:
1. no building,
2. building being demolished,
3. building in disrepair,
4. building is destroyed or there is no building due to

a natural catastrophe (flood, landslide, etc.)
5. other,
6. cancel;

• Selecting one of the above options caused the ACCEPTANCE of
deletion of a building, without the possibility of restoring it
later by the enumerator (this could only be done by the
dispatcher).

• Options 2-5 should be selected if the building existed, but,
being in a very poor condition, was unfit for further use and
could not be rebuilt or renovated.



Results

CENSUS UPDATE OF ADDRESS POINTS
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The only set
of address points in
Poland that:

• is complete,

• has been verified in the
field,

Created
and maintained
within official
statistics



The GIS application for field operations

- handheld devices



Handheld devices

Objectives:
- a mobile device with the GPS

functionality
- cellular access to the Internet
- non-volatile memory for saving 

background map data or high-
speed Internet connection for 
downloading data on the fly



Modules:
- map module – a background 

map allowing work with the use 
of GPS-based location

Handheld devices



Modules:
- The survey module –

mechanisms for recording data 
in the survey by filling in a form 
and sending these data to the 
central database

Handheld devices



The map module offers the following 
layers:
- orthophotomap
- record parcels
- road and street network
- buildings
- address points
- locations to be visited by an 

interviewer/enumerator

Handheld devices



Functions of the map module:
- navigating and browsing the 

map:
- panning
- zooming in
- zooming out
- full screen
- switching to previous / next 

view

Handheld devices



Functions of the map module:
- determining the current location 

of the interviewer/enumerator
- displaying the map background 

for the survey area 

Handheld devices



Functions of the map module:
- preview on the distribution 

map of the locations of units 
assigned to the 
interviewer/enumerator

Handheld devices



Functions of the map module:
- monitoring the locations in 

which work was carried 
with the use of the form 
concerning a survey unit / 
census unit

- displaying the distance 
between the selected unit 
and the user

Handheld devices



Functions of the map module:
- navigating to an address point 

(guiding the interviewer/ 
enumerator on the basis of 
background map data)

Handheld devices



Functions of the map 
module:
- recording the route 

travelled by the 
interviewer/enumerator

- alarm procedure with the 
notification of current 
location

Handheld devices



Enumerators’ alarm procedure

• In emergency situations, 
enumerators have a possibility
of sending an alarm signal to their 
supervisors

• Alarm notice is sent
to the supervisor application
and via SMS to the supervisor

• Supervisor was able to sent
a police or other service to pointed 
address (x.y coordinates)
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Nationwide Census



• GIS support for the dispatcher:
• presenting the (sampled) address points on maps
• displaying the interviewer's on-line position on maps

• Based on the GIS analysis of a given situation, 
appropriate decisions regarding enumerators’ 
relocations in the field could be taken and emergencies 
could be addressed immediately.

• Custom GIS software could be developed to manage 
resources and monitor the course of the census, backed 
by handheld devices integrated on-line with the entire 
census management system.

Dispatcher: management of the field work



Address point 

assignment



Census 

Completeness 

Monitoring



Enumerator 

tracking















Enumeration Leader – municipality level (LAU2)



GIS application for enumerator



The GIS application traced the enumerator’s position 
on the map; on finding that there was an address 
point which was inhabited and not yet entered in the 
pre-census listing, the enumerator could mark such a 
point on the digital map with the digital GPS device 
installed in the handheld terminal.



Mobile GPS terminal for census enumerators

• HTC Touch Pro2

• screen

• touch-controlled

• display size: 3,6’’

• resolution: 480 x 800 pixels

• slide-out, tilted – comfortable in use

• slide-out, 5-row QWERTY keyboard

• GSM/GPRS/EDGE/UMTS/HSPA

• GPS module

• 3.2 Mpix camera

• Windows Mobile® 6.5



• The introduction of handheld devices allowed full 
management of enumerators’ field work. 

• The transmission of data was bidirectional. 
• Census data obtained by the enumerators were 

transferred to regional communication servers which 
recorded the progress of the census on-line. 

• The data were presented on maps in the census 
management centres. 

• For this purpose, special ICT infrastructure was 
created and provided support from GIS applications.



Ongoing statistics of the progress 
and final statistics on the maps



The GIS component of the CCM offered the possibility to manage 
census processes and monitor the implementation of census 
activities across the various data acquisition channels – CAII, CATI 
and CAPI.

CCM supporting spatial analysis of the progress of census activities 
in the field by census units and their groups in a tabular mode and 
through visualizations on maps, for example:
- forecasting the likelihood of failure to observe the time limit 

for completing the census on a given area (census areas, 
regions, gminas…),

- drawing up reports on the efficiency of the census, a forecast 
of planned conclusion, 

- reporting current status,
- reporting final results of census completeness.

Examples:

Census Completeness Management (CCM)
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The percentage share of enumerator-verified address 
points in relation to the number of all address points within 
a voivodship

Status as at 17.03.2011, 12:00
(the last day of the pre-census round)
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The percentage share of enumerator-verified address points 
in relation to the number of all address points within a 
gmina

Status as at 17.03.2011, 12:00
(the last day of the pre-census round)



• The census of the homeless was conducted 
on 15 and 16 April 2011.

• Homeless people were recorded by census 
enumerators with the use of the GPS technology.

• Around 10 thousand homeless people were 
enumerated.

The census of the homeless 
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The percentage share of homeless people
recorded by enumerators on 15-16 April 2011
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The distribution of the homeless – Gdynia
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„Roof-less” in  Warsaw
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Geostatistics Portal –

Census data dissemination



GEO.STAT.GOV.PL
STARTED: JULY 2013

Census results: Choropleth maps, Diagram maps

Local Data Bank

Other statistical databases
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The main objectives of the Portal

•The spatial presentation of collected data, in 
particular:

•Agricultural Census 2010

•Population and Housing Census 2011

•Local Data Bank – a huge database with statistical
data for years 2009-2012

•The spatial presentation of the geostatistical analysis
results

•Completing tasks associated with INSPIRE Directive 
guidelines implementation

Geostatistics Portal
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The portal allows statistical data presentation in form 
of any spatial unit:
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• 5’ grid

• 1 km2 grid

• administrative division

• urban division

• statistical division

• any other polygon

Geostatistics Portal



Default view

GEOSTATISTICS PORTAL
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Statistical division
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GEOSTATISTICS PORTAL



Object identification

GEOSTATISTICS PORTAL
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Choropleth map

GEOSTATISTICS PORTAL
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NUTS 1 - regionyNUTS 2 - województwaNUTS 3 - podregionyLAU 1 – powiatyLAU 2 – gminy

One phenomenon
– various presentation levels

GEOSTATISTICS PORTAL



Diagram maps

GEOSTATISTICS PORTAL
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Bar chart

GEOSTATISTICS PORTAL
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Individual data - dynamic inquiries
the possibility of obtaining data from the 

indicated area
Theme: Average age by sex

Report for choropleth map

Aggregation level: Individual query

Diagram map type: Bar structural

Diagram map presents the following phenomenon:

Category

Measure / 

indicator Grouping Census name

Population Average age Sex Population and Housing Census 2011

Table with presented phenomena:

NTS Measure / indicator value

Name ID Men Women Average

1 28,3 29,4 28,9

TOTAL: 28,3 29,4 28,9



Demographic data in 1 km2 grid
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(persons)
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Copyright© 1997-2015. The Trustees of Columbia University in the City of New York.

Global population distribution

http://ciesin.columbia.edu/copyright.html
http://www.columbia.edu/


Geostatistics Portal – benefits

• easy access to a huge amount of data on agriculture 
and demography (statistical data merged with 
geospatial data)

• a variety of cartography presentation methods

• spatial analysis tools

• INSPIRE compliant network services

• in the future: 

geovisualization platform for data from other 
statistical sources

GEOSTATISTICS PORTAL
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Instead of a conclusion

Census in 2002

• 180 thousands of  census enumerators 

• 120 mln of questionnaires

• 1 000 tons of papers

• At the end shredding 

census questionnaires

Census 2011

• 18 thousands of  census 
enumerators 

• 0 paper questionnaires 

• 0 tons of papers

• ca. 50 milion € less

• better data

• the more reliable results

• statistical surveys in the future
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